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A journey through amalgamation

Background

In 2011, Mosspits Infant and Junior schools 
merged to become Mosspits Lane Primary 
School, catering for pupils from Early Years to 
Year 6. 

In the short time from its inception to the 
visit of Ofsted, the new school was given an 
overall judgement of ‘Good’ with ‘Outstanding’ 
Behaviour. 

“All staff members have contributed well to the 
rapid progress made in the 4 terms since the 
school opened.”

Ofsted 2013

Amalgamation journey

Much reconstruction work was needed to 
ensure that the school became a cohesive whole 
and a new structure of senior leaders and TLR 
post-holders was created in ‘Phase Teams’.
 
“We quickly recognised that the task of 
amalgamating two separate schools, with very 
different policies, procedures and standards, 
was an enormous one.”

Louise Everitt, Headteacher.

Success achieved

•	 A transformation of the school environment 
via building work, renovation and improved 

Mosspits Lane Primary School
‘communication-friendly’ learning spaces. 

•	 Intensive focus on developing Reading, 
Writing and Maths resulting in rapid 
improvements to pupil achievement.

•	 Gaps between the attainment of groups of 
pupils closing quickly.

•	 Teaching deemed to be ‘Good’ overall, 
with the proportion of ‘Outstanding’ 
teaching increasing.

 
Key to success

•	 Ofsted (2013) acknowledge that “…the 
Headteachers’ skill and determination are 
major	influences	in	the	school’s	success	
and a model for the effective support 
provided by the very able senior leaders.’

•	 An excellent collaborative working 
partnership with the Local Authority’s 
‘Improving Schools Programme’ 

•	 A rigorous system of pupil data tracking to 
identify areas for action which then drive 
the School Improvement Plan.

•	 A robust and rigorous monitoring 
schedule. 

•	 Comprehensive CPD across the school 
related to development needs.

•	 “Leaders and managers set high 
expectations for themselves and others, 
both in pupils’ achievement and in 
teaching quality.” Ofsted 2013 

“It’s an exciting time to be at Mosspits. Our 
sights are now set on getting to Outstanding; I 
want awe and wonder for all pupils. ” 

Louise Everitt, Headteacher


